
Most Canadians know it as the Canada-China FIPPA (or FIPA)
or the Canada-China Agreement. (The Chinese probably call it
the China-Canada Agreement.) Despite its multiple names, it
has been getting a lot of press in the last weeks. However, the
‘Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the People’s Republic of China for the
Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments’, (to give it
its full name) is, in the famous words of Donald Rumsfeld, a
‘known unknown’. 

Worse, for a far-reaching treaty it is, for most of us, an
‘unknown unknown’ and the federal government clearly wished
to keep it that way. 

There are reasons for this, and one of the most important is
the way in which it interacts with NAFTA, the North American
Free Trade Agreement. While FIPPAis not a trade agreement—
it deals only with investment—NAFTA does contain both trade
and investment provisions. 

The Canada-China Agreement and NAFTA both contain
clauses mutually guaranteeing ‘Most Favoured Nation ‘ (MFN)
treatment. The relevant clauses are shown in the BOX below
(they are actually longer, but you get the idea).

Fair enough, you might say, this is something which
governments can agree provided that each ‘Contracting Party’ is
governed effectively by the rule of law, such that its government
can guarantee the quality of ‘treatment’. However,  while we can
safely say that this is true of Canada and the US, we cannot safely
say that of China.

Dispute Settlement
Moreover, under such agreements, when investors claim that
they have suffered losses, either actual or anticipated, due to the
actions of governments, such disputes are not settled in the
courts of the land. Termed ‘investor-state’ actions, they are
arbitrated by three-person independent arbitration tribunals
which, hearing cases, usually in secret, will not shy away from
judging legal legislation (passed by federal or any subsidiary
government) as unfair to business, and thus compensable,
usually in the millions of dollars. 

The record so far shows that the Canadian government
consistently loses cases (under NAFTA’s Chapter 11) brought by
US investors, and that nobody so far has dared bring a case
(under existing trade agreements) against the Chinese
government. 
Combination Effect of Cascading Treaties
Furthermore, in the Canada-China FIPPA, the Chinese seem to
have insisted on their own version of an arbitrated dispute
settlement procedure. When ratified, it appears that given the
MFNclause in NAFTA, US investors could then take advantage
of this Chinese version of arbitration, should they judge it more
advantageous than the NAFTA version—and of any other
advantages that the Chinese may have negotiated into FIPPA.

But even more significant may be that Chinese investors can
take advantage of all the provisions of NAFTA. We don’t know
what that means, yet. It’s another unknown unknown.
Agreements Favour The Big Nation

This interaction with NAFTA is just one aspect of FIPPA. It’s a
fairly long document, with lots of fine print, and there may be
more. 

But, just as Canada consistently loses in NAFTAdisputes with
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NAFTAArticle 1103: 
Most-Favored-Nation Treatment

1. Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party
treatment no less favorable than that it accords, in like
circumstances, to investors of any other Party or of a non-
Party with respect to the establishment, acquisition,
expansion, management, conduct, operation, and sale or
other disposition of investments.

FIPPA: Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment
1. Each Contracting Party shall accord to investors of the

other Contracting Party treatment no less favourable than
that it accords, in like circumstances, to investors of a non-
Contracting Party with respect to the establishment,
acquisition, expansion, management, conduct, operation
and sale or other disposition of investments in its territory.

http://www.islandtides.com


the US, we may expect it would lose in any FIPPAdisputes with
China. Investment agreements are like that; they favour the
larger nation, and in this case the one with the more opaque
government. 0
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FIPPA Negotiated Exemptions
Some exemptions in the Canada-China FIPPA include:

1) the federal investment review process, under the
Investment Canada Act. Thus, the federal government retains
the right to bar new Chinese investments, so FIPPA benefits
only apply to Chinese investments and enterprises already in
Canada. A similar provision applies to Canadian investments
already in China;

2) the application of Canadian legislation applying to
businesses under exemptions listed in FIPPA(mainly ‘cultural’
industries: film, music, publishing) and traffic in arms;

3) exemptions listed in the most recent free trade agreement
with Peru: telecommunications, aboriginal affairs, oceanfront
land, fishing, water transport and ports, government
securities, minority affairs, social services, air transport, and
related industries;

4) a number of other exclusions intended to safeguard
Canada’s financial systems.


